
Geographer’s Toolkit 
Student Note Package 

 
NOTE:  The following notes come from several different powerpoint presentations (all of 
which we went over in class) and are also found on www.msduffsclassroom.weebly.com   
 

Globes and Maps  
 Globes are an _____________ way to represent the shape of the earth and the location of the 

_____________s and the oceans but not so good to find _______________locations. 
 

Problems with Globes…        
 Globes are not _________________ 
 Globes must be “projected” onto ________ surfaces (usually 

___________) to make maps. 
 This process causes ________________ 
 Think about _________________a basketball 
 The strips would be _______in the middle and narrow at the top with 

gaps between them… 
 
Unwrapping a globe 
 As you can see, if you take the strips off the globe, there are 

_______________  
 Early maps just joined the lines to fill in the spaces 

 This led to distortion 
(stretching) at the 
______________    

 
 
 
What is a Map? 
 A map is a representation of the Earth’s features drawn on a __________surface. 
 Maps use symbols and colours to represent features of an area, _____________the real world. 

 
Features on a Map 
 ____________ – identifies the area shown, topic, focus, or purpose of the map 
 Legend – explains the meaning of symbols and colours used on the map 
 ____________– represents the relationship between distance on the map and distance in the real 

world 
 Direction – often represented with an arrow pointing north 
 _________________ – sets the map apart from other information 
 Date of ___________________ – indicates how recent the map is 

 
Cartography  
Cartography is the _____________of drawing accurate, easily ___________________, attractive maps.  
Someone who creates maps is called a cartographer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.msduffsclassroom.weebly.com/
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Points on a Compass 
 A ________________ is a way of finding __________________ 
 The four _______________points are N, E, S, W 
 The__________________ordinal (minor) points are NE, SE, SW, NW, NNE, 

ENE, ESE, SSE, SSW, WSW, WNW, NNW 
 The points all have corresponding ____________of a circle (0° → 360°) 

 
 
 

Latitude                                                                                           Important lines of Latitude 

▪ ____________ lines that measure the 
distance north or south of the Equator (0°) 
▪ lines are __________ to the Equator at 
regular intervals  (approximately 111 km 
apart) 
 

 

Longitude  
 imaginary lines that measure the distance _____ or _______ of 

the Prime Meridian (0°) 
 all lines begin and _____the poles and therefore are not at a 

fixed distance apart 
 the Prime ______________ (0°) was arbitrarily chosen at a point 

that runs through ________________, England 
 the ___________________ Date Line (180°) is the point where 

one day begins and one day ends  
 

Time Zones 
 There are _____time zones in the world. 
 Each time zone is _____ degrees of longitude across. 

 

Map Scale 
 Scale shows the _________________ between the distance on a map and the actual distance on 

the Earth’s surface. 
 Usually, one ________________on a map equals a certain number of kilometres in real life. 

 
 Direct Statement Scale uses words to describe what a distance on a map represents in the real 

world 
 1 cm to 10 kilometres  

 
 Linear Scale uses a special _______on a map to show what a 

distance on a map represents in the real ____________ 
 

 Representative __________Scale is a ratio where one unit on a 
_______represents a specific number of the same unit in the real world  :  1:50 000. 
1 cm on the map represents ____________ cm (.5km) in the real world 

 
 
 
 

 



Types of Maps 
There are four main types of maps: 

 __________________Purpose (have many things on them) 
 Topographic: physical features of a location represented by symbols and colours 
 _________________ Maps (one topic) 
 Digital Maps: (GIS – online maps) 

 
General Purpose Maps  

 
▪ Provides many types of __________________on 1 map. 
▪ Uses________________and colours to indicate major roads for  
             transportation purposes 
▪ Often includes parks,______________, and tourist attractions 
▪ Can be both _______scale (a country map) and large scale (a  
              ____________map) 
 
General Purpose Map of the “Golden Horseshoe” (Niagara Falls to Clarington) 

 
 
 

 
Topographic Maps  
 A map that indicates scale, using _____________and colours for both 

___________and _____________made features on the Earth’s surface 
 Shows the Earth’s surface in great detail (large scale) 
 Depicts the ________of land features (topography) 
 Often shows roads, ________________, vegetation cover, power lines, 

etc. 
 ____________are usually 1km square 

         Topographic Map of Blue Mountain (Collingwood) 

 
 
Thematic Maps  
 A map that reveals the geographic patterns of ___________________data 
 Are designed to display distributions over the Earth’s surface 
 Usually focuses on ______theme or ____________  

      (e.g., population distribution) 
                                                       Thematic map showing electricity generating in Canada 

 
Digital Maps 

 
Computer programs: 
▪ GIS: Arcview map maker  

  
             Handheld devices:  
             ▪GPS units 

 
               Online:  
               ▪ Google Earth 
               ▪ Google  maps is an example of an _______________map. 
               ▪ Google Earth is an example of a ___________ program using ___________ 

                                    imagery and digital maps 


